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Welcome to the Sheltered WikiEdit. This is a fan made Wikia
for the game Sheltered from Unicube and Team Sheltered is a
strategy game where you're set the task of keeping your family
alive in the cut-throat, desolate expanse that is the
post-apocalyptic era.
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Panting, scared, the shelter airlock smashes down behind you.
You wish you did not have to go outside, but you do. It would
be easier to give up. But you don't.
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for the game Sheltered from Unicube and Team Sheltered is a
strategy game where you're set the task of keeping your family
alive in the cut-throat, desolate expanse that is the
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Sheltered is a deep and emotional survival management game.
You take on the role of protecting four family.
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Nov 30, - The Sheltered reference written and maintained by
the players. Sheltered is a survival strategy game where
you're set the task of keeping your family alive in the
cut-throat, desolate expanse that is the post-apocalyptic era.
The game contains a highly complex system that keeps.
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R evolve. As the Sheltered despair of this new world surrounds
you, how will you survive?
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There's Sheltered a moment in Sheltered fictions, when the
gnarled hero, while travelling the wasteland, comes across the
tale of a family driven desperate by fear, paranoia and
tragedy. There are no more reviews that match the filters set.
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